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New Fellowship Instituted at BMC; To be Given to Outstanding Senior

Catherwood Foundation Gives Fellowship For $1000

The Board of Trustees of the Catherwood Foundation, which has been in existence for many years, is now making public, in this, a granting of a $1000 Fellowship to Bryn Mawr College for the next two years. After that, the college may apply annually for the permit.

"The Fellowship is to be awarded an outstanding student in the senior class who proposes to go on to graduate or professional schools," Meritt rather than financial need will be the main factor in making the award. This is to indicate the price character of the grant.

Terms are substantially the same as are now used for the sale of Rhodes Scholarships—same family of discipline, same type of intellectual or intellectual or both. This is the interpretation given by the Committee of the Trustees of the Catherwood Foundation, which has charge of the endowment.

Grants are being made to Harvard and Swarthmore.

Travel Bureau Placed in Bryn Mawr Library

A travel bureau has now been established at Bryn Mawr and information regarding travel and tour packages for students will be supplied in the library. Various student groups, such as student tours, for next summer will be posted in the library. The information will be posted in the French Department offices in the Royal Hall and the Travel Bureau will be available.

Ms. Cam is the first woman to address a Propers Meeting of the Senate.
**The College News**
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Published weekly during the College Year (Isaac contends during Thanksgiving, beginning with the Fall term). In the interest of Bryn Mawr College in the Advent Press Company, Advertising Manager: Jeanne Edgemon, '51. Anne Greer's '10

The College News is fully protected by copyright. Nothing that appears in it may be reprinted either wholly or in part without permission of the Editors.
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---

**Drama at Bryn Mawr**

"What has happened to drama at Bryn Mawr?" This week's letter to the News, signed by nineteen people who have nothing to do with the Drama Guild, expresses an attitude easily understood by anyone who has seen this year's productions. The Bryn Mawr show in particular was lacking in polished acting or attractive production. Most people cannot even remember what it was. There could be no better indication of complete indifference.

---

**Food Poisoning In Protest**

To The Editors:

Since an overwhelming majority of Rockefeller residents suffered from food poisoning after the dinner of composer in a recent evening, we, as a group of students, feel that a proper investigation is required.

Joyce Medved '51

Mary L. Mitchell '50

Eleanor Rubsam '49

John Robbins '50

Jill McNamara '52

---

**Harrington Offers Moral Standards**

The Reverend Donald Harrington of the Community Church of New York City, speaking in Chapel, suggested some tests for deciding what is right and what is wrong.

"To the one whose conscience tells him that certain acts, which he feels to be intrinsically good, can do help to build a better society, job, which, building better bridges requiring no sacrifice of material wealth, better dictates the road to follow as a test of moral quality of material wealth, better dictates the road to follow as a test of moral quality." said Harrington.

Among the diverse qualities of an individual, Reverend Harrington mentioned intelligence, creativity, and the courage to do the right thing, whatever the difficulties entailed. The faith to exercise even when the normal desire for success and advancement was a temptation to the sanctity of truth and the power of translating thoughts into deeds.

"Because the old standards have been changed, we cannot have simple tests to determine what is right and what is wrong."

In MEMORIAM

The College News offers its sympathy to the family and friends of Julia Maxwell, who recently died at the age of eighty-five.

"She was employed at the college for (three-five years) before she retired in 1913." right from what is wrong to the highest good. This is the law of logic which tells us that one discerns pain, or pleasure or discomfort, in general, valid text, however, this is not a complete list, and one must also consider whether the action is for the good of the community, for the good of the individual, or for the good of the group as a whole. It is not enough to say that an action is good for one person, but not just for a particular group—another criterion, may also be considered to determine whether an action is good or bad.

One must ask oneself if it would be all right for everyone in the world to do the same thing. An action should be in accord with the combined wisdom of the ages. The best and most important authority for judging the rightness of a thing is one's conscience.

In a period of history, a time of great danger but also of great opportunity, one can, by means of knowledge, bring the power of God's kingdom to bear on one's life and accomplish the work of God's kingdom on earth.

---

**Ely Suggests Ways To Help DPs, Orphans**

Continued from page 1

After visiting the camps in several countries, Miss Ely pointed out, "One marvels at the continued hope and faith of the refugees, even after their hopes have been raised and dashed in the past. Many of the DPs have decided to take more responsibility in the camps themselves. They are trying to improve the conditions, not just for their own group, but in other camps."

Miss Ely, who is supporting the MCUSA (Methodist Committee for United Services and Projects) to the present tell, suggested ways for the United States to continue its support:

1. **Education**
   - Provide educational opportunities for children and adults.
2. **Healthcare**
   - Ensure access to healthcare facilities and medications.
3. **Economic Stability**
   - Support job training and economic opportunities for the DPs.

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
Informal Dance in College Gym Crowded by Penn, Villanova

by Jacqueline Exemerian '31

Last Friday night Brun Mawr opened its arms to hordes from Penn University and Villanova. The event scheduled was an informal record dance, held in the Gym. Jess Yuria and her five hostess-assistants really did an extensive advertising job, for the few Brun Mawrs who got there not too long before midnight, for the big thing that came out of the advertising job, for the few Brun Mawrs who got there not too long before midnight.

The Statesman reported the state council and the state council and the state council and the state council and the state council.

and the state council.
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TRAVEL AID
The American Express has prepared a brochure "To Study Abroad" to aid faculty members and students traveling abroad. Compiled by "The Educational Division" of the American Express Company, it gives advice on scholastic requirements and fees, academic calendars and dormitory space in foreign universities as well as noting places of historical significance.

This series, which are open only to upperclassmen.

Incidentally
Now a novel noise is possible for the hostesses of Rhoads and the Graduate Center. They can have "open wash" parties with their new Bendixes, and for only a dime a guest! Although the demonstrator for the machines has not yet put in an appearance and though he will have to bring along a repairman to "unpack" one machine damaged by over-eager laundresses, the innovations will probably be in full operation next week.

The wicker basket makers will be doing a booming business if Rhoads and the Graduate Center allow outsiders with the wrong lion of Harvard University to join are urged to do so. The training program will start late in August. For information, write (Mr.) T. North Whitehead, Management Training Program, Radcliffe College, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.

THIS GREAT NEW MODERN CIGARETTE FACTORY to meet the increasing demand for the Milder cigarette from smokers all over America

Compliments of the Haverford Pharmacy Haverford

If a meal doesn't suit your taste, make haste to HAMBURG HEARTH Bryn Mawr

Opportunities Offered For Graduates Studies
Continued from page 3
Literature, languages and sciences for American students in Sweden. They are intended for graduate students and outstanding undergraduates who have completed their sophomore year by June, 1949. The tuition is $600 for each of the two semesters, and applications close March 31.

Raddiffe College is offering a ten-month training program for young women seeking work in administrative occupations and personnel departments. Seven months of class instruction given by members of the faculty of the Graduate School of Business Administration of Harvard University are followed by three months of apprenticeship in business or government jobs. A limited number of fellowships, covering the tuition fee, $600, are also offered. The program will start late in August. For information, write (Mr.) T. North Whitehead, Management Training Program, Radcliffe College, Cambridge 38, Massachusetts.

How 'Bout A pretty plant for your room from JEANNETTE'S Bryn Mawr

Be Sure To Take Advantage of TRES CHICS Clearance Sale

Bryn Mawr

Sports
The mid-year ski-weekend, to be sponsored by Miss Yeager and Miss Kilby, will begin for most of the sportswomen Tuesday night, January 26. Travelling by coach-train to Stowe, they will presumably be ready for a full day of skiing Wednesday. Until Sunday night the seventeen girls intend to make the most of the outdoor life, leaving the mountainside only for sleep and square-dancing.

Inexpensive rooms have been obtained for the group, which is predominantly freshman—and new to skiing. Any others who would like to join are urged to do so.

Copyright 1948, Estate of Minna Coyle. Bryn Mawr

January Clearance All Jewelry 1/2 Price

Richard Stockton Bryn Mawr

Clearance Sale! Be Sure To Take Advantage of TRES CHICS

Bryn Mawr

THIS GREAT NEW MODERN CIGARETTE FACTORY to meet the increasing demand for the Milder cigarette from smokers all over America

Better because— Best modern methods and best equipment—all laboratory controlled

Better because— Every step in the manufacture of Chesterfield is scientifically laboratory controlled

WARREN COMPANY

all popular grades Cigarettes Only.

Copyright 1948, Estate of Minna Coyle. Bryn Mawr